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Grebe and Gamecock

Grebe
Prototypes and testing

The Grebe was a landmark design. Aviation historian John WR Taylor wrote: “For years these little biplanes 
thrilled crowds at air displays all over the country, but, more than that, they marked a great step forward in the evolution 
of British fighter aircraft and experimental work carried out with Grebes bore a marked influence on later designs”.

The first three Grebes were built by GAC to Air Ministry Specification 3/23 (File no 406052/23). Their 
serials were J6969, J6970 and J6971 and they were built under Contract no 402023/23 issued on 21 February 
1923. At this stage the name Grebe had not been given to the new type and its ancestry was recognised in the 
specification, which referred to the aircraft as “Nighthawk with Thick Wing Section”.

All the prototypes were powered by Armstrong-Siddeley’s 350 hp Jaguar III 14-cylinder radial engine. They 
had conventional V-strut undercarriages at this stage. The Grebe’s ancestry was apparent in the SE5a-style fin, 
rudder, underfin and tailskid, while the tailplane and elevators were the same as on the Nighthawk. Indeed, 
Harald Penrose wrote of the Grebe’s public debut at Hendon that the “new and pretty single-seat Gloucestershire 
Grebe ... was obviously a re-designed, modernised and streamlined SE5”. Construction was standard for the time: 
a wire-braced, fabric-covered wooden structure of ash and spruce with metal fittings. Quoting Penrose again: 
“design details ... remained almost unchanged from the Nieuport Nighthawk”.

The first Grebe, J6969, first flew in May 1923, piloted by Gloucestershire’s test pilot Larry Carter. It went 
to Martlesham on 22 June for service trials and made its public debut at the Hendon RAF Pageant just over 
a week later, on 30 June, wearing a prominent number 14. Martlesham’s report, number 343 of July 1923, 
recorded a maximum speed of 147 mph (237 km/hr) at 6,500 feet (1981 m). It climbed to 15,000 feet (4572 
m) in just under 15 minutes, had a service ceiling of 20,950 feet (6386 m) and endurance of 3 1/2 hours. One 
pilot reported that it handled “delightfully”. J6969 then went to the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) at 

The first Grebe prototype, J6969, at Brockworth, clearly showing its SE5 ancestry in the fin, rudder and 
tailskid. It first flew in May 1923. (Via JD Oughton)
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An unidentified 32 Squadron Grebe at RAF Cranwell. (Via JD Oughton)

J7361 in 32 Squadron’s blue markings between 1925 and 1927. The fin also appears to be painted blue. It col-
lided with a Bristol Fighter in June 1926, returning to the squadron after repairs at the Home Aircraft Depot. 
This aircraft later served with 25 Squadron, from June 1927 until February 1928. (Via Phil Butler)
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Standard Grebe II, port view

Standard Grebe II, starboard view

Grebe II with bomb racks, exhaust manifold and 
wireless aerial
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Gamecock prototype

The Gamecock of 1925 was the natural successor to the Grebe once Roy Fedden’s Bristol Jupiter radial 
had proved itself. The Jupiter gave more power than the Grebe’s Jaguar for less weight, was simpler (with nine 
cylinders rather than fourteen), more reliable and easier to maintain. Moreover, Fedden was a vigorous promoter 
of his Jupiter design and was based at Filton, not that far from the Gloster works. Indeed, Fedden and Folland 
struck up a close and lasting working relationship and Fedden’s Bristol radials would power many of Folland’s 
future designs, including the RAF’s Gauntlet and Gladiator.

Folland was also working on another Grebe development, powered by the Napier Lion in-line engine. This 
was to become the Gloster Gorcock, described in its own section.

An early version of the Jupiter had already been installed in the Nighthawk in 1922, first in J2405 at Farn-
borough in February/March and later in Mars VI Nighthawks J6926 and J6927 at Gloucestershire’s Sunningend 
Works in November. The next step was to install a Jupiter in the company’s Grebe civil demonstrator G-EBHA. 
This led to the Air Ministry ordering three prototype “Grebe II” aircraft to Specification 37/23: J7497, J7756 
and J7757. The Grebe II designation, however, was then given to the Jaguar IV-powered Grebe, the RAF version, 

Gamecock

Gamecock prototype J7497 photographed at Brockworth in its earliest configuration, still with Grebe-style fin and 
rudder. It first flew there in February 1925 before going to Martlesham. (Author’s collection)
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Gamecock J7895, the fifth production aircraft, photographed at Brockworth before it was delivered to 23 Squadron 
in May 1926. It served with the squadron until November 1928. (Author’s collection)

This close up view of J7895’s tail clearly shows the stencil markings, rear fuselage stitching and seatbelt attachment 
points. (Author’s collection)
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Standard Gamecock, starboard view

Gamecock with bombs, navigation lights and 
underwing generator  

Standard Gamecock, port view
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Detail of the fin and rudder with wireless aerial attachment. (Author’s collection)

The aluminium map case hinged open on the mahogany veneered plywood instrument panel. (Author’s collection)
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Tail showing bracing and rudder control wires. (Author’s collection)

Rear fuselage and tail covered and painted #2. (Author’s collection)
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Gamecock prototype J7497 in its earliest configuration, 
still with Grebe-style fin and rudder. It first flew in Febru-
ary 1925.

J7756, the second Gamecock prototype. Carrying the New 
Type number 1, it was inspected by HM King George V at 
the Hendon display on 27 June 1925.

Gamecock J8089, Central Flying School, Digby, 1929.
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Nakjima A1N-1 Ro-252, aircraft carrier Hosho, 1931.

Nakjima A1N-2 Ta-212, Tateyama Air Group.

Nakjima A1N-2 Ni-292, aircraft carrier Kaga, 1932.


